ABSTRACT

A word villain, which is used to represent some specific character in fictional story such as comic, movie or novel. The characteristic of those people who have been called villains, usually do something that society decide is a bad action. However, some fictional stories have not shown us what is a bad action that villain did before we call them that. Sometimes just the appearance, voice or even because they go against a man who we think that he is on a good side. The main problem here is nowadays when people see something that they decide it’s bad, but that’s not the whole story. Most of the times, people nowadays can judge someone who is bad or good just for a few minutes on social network. Moreover, in the same rate, people who have been labeled as villain could be misunderstand because a few moment of situation make them look like they are.

This thesis will show you that many times good people who do act bad does not mean they are real evil in the story. In their sight, they could be a hero for their people too